
 

Buyer’s Agent Pre, During and Post Inspection Checklist  

Pre-Inspection 
1)  EXPECTATIONS:  have a conversation with the Buyer and set inspection expectations (based on age of home and based on a 
FREE Buildfax report provided by Atlantic Bldg Inspections send email with property address to: 
atlanticbuildinginspections@gmail.com) 

● WHAT MATTERS:  Inspection report is usually long and contains lots of useful information; however, there will, likely, 
only be 2-4 items, which are important (Structure, Roof, Electrical and or Plumbing issues being the most important).  The 
buyer should know that it is our job to find EVERYTHING we can with the property but that only a handful of items will be 
of real significance. 

● ROOF:  I believe roof systems are the single most concerning system for buyers and as such decided to include it here.  The 
roof, typically, is an expensive system of the home and most buyer’s really worry about this.  Make sure the buyer knows that 
we will perform a thorough roof inspection and give him/her all the information gathered.  Additionally, be sure to inform the 
buyer that, in most cases, a roof leak is not the end of the world.  Furthermore, the buyer should be informed that, in some 
cases, roof replacement will be recommended and that, many times, this is a negotiating point of the deal. 

● REVIEW:  Make sure the buyer knows that the inspector will review everything at the end of the inspection and that is very 
important for the buyer to be present towards the end of the inspection (at minimum). 

● VISUAL ONLY:  The inspection is a visual only, examination of the readily available more important functional aspects of 
the home and does NOT focus on the cosmetic items 

● ACCESS: If the seller does not provide access to areas such as; the attic, the crawlspace, electric panels, interior rooms, etc., 
the inspector is not allowed to move personal belongings to gain access.  Make sure that the seller provides adequate access to 
all systems, spaces and components for a thorough inspection. 

● TERMITES:  Explain that there are three kinds of homes in South Florida; 1) homes, which have termites, 2) homes, which 
had termites and 3) homes, which have had termites and will have them again LOL. But seriously we live in an area, which is 
termite stricken and finding evidence, activity and or damage is highly possible and should be anticipated.  The key is how 
much damage is really there?  That is the main question buyer’s should be concerned with. 

● MOLD:  Mold is always a concern; however, in ALL  mold testing’s the report comes back with mold.  What is important is 
how much and what kind.  A mold testing provides answers to these questions and put the buyer in a better “decision making” 
state of mind.  Explain to the buyer that if he/she has us perform a mold testing as part of their inspection the report will 
ALWAYS show mold and not to freak out until speaking with the inspector regarding the results. 

2)  INSURANCE INSPECTIONS: If the home is over 30 years, explain to the buyer that a 4-point insurance inspection is needed 
(we provide at the time of the full home inspection) and explain that the 4-points are: Roof, Electrical, Plumbing and Air Conditioning.  
If deficiencies are found in these areas, then the insurance underwriter may refuse to provide insurance. 
3)  BUNDLE  INSPECTIONS: explain to the buyer that if we perform all inspections simultaneously (on the same visit) there is 
always a cost savings and encourage them to order all inspections to be performed at the same time. 
4)  SPECIALTY  ITEMS:  explain to the buyer that a pool inspection, seawall inspection, septic inspection are all recommended (if 
applicable); however, all are specialty inspections, which require an additional fee. 
 
During The Inspection 
1)  ACCESS: upon arrival, make sure that the seller has provided access to the attic, crawlspace (if any), electrical panels, interior 
rooms, water heater, garage and any other areas, which may be locked.  Lower the air conditioner so that it will run for a long time. 
2)  GIVE  THE  INSPECTOR ROOM  TO OPERATE.  The inspector gets into a zone and is laser focused on doing a “good job”.  
When a buyer or buyer’s agent asks questions, during the inspection, the inspector will answer; however, it will take focus off of the 
inspection and might cause something to be missed.  It is in the buyer’s best interest to allow the inspector the proper room to operate. 
3)  AVOID  LIABILITY:  as an “Agent” never answer questions, which do not belong to you.  Do not answer inspection related 
technical questions, which is what the inspector is there for. 
4)  INQUIRE:  typically the inspector will review the finding at the conclusion of the inspection.  Make sure to ask important 
questions regarding the things that actually matter only (roof, structure, electrical and plumbing issues, which could affect the value of 
the home).  TRY NOT TO focus on the “small stuff”. 
5)  READ REPORT: lastly encourage the buyer to go home and CALMLY READ THE ENTIRE REPORT.  This is important 
because the buyer will have the chance to put things in perspective and understand what matters and what does not matter. 



 
Post Inspection 
1)  READ:  You, the Agent, should always READ the report.  Even if it is just the REPORT SUMMARY , read so that you are 
familiar with what really matters and you can guide your buyer properly. 
2)  CALL:  Encourage the buyer to CALL  the inspector post inspection so that the inspector can relieve his/her post inspections 
concerns.  We are highly trained in providing good information in a CALM  and NON-ALARMING  manner.  In almost every case we 
leave the buyer feeling relieved, calm, understanding and in much better mental state then before calling us. 
3)  TEAM:  Build a team of experts ie: electricians, roofer, plumbers, etc. This will be very helpful if and when “things go wrong”.  
Sometimes no matter what you do something goes wrong.  Having licensed professionals at your disposal to aid in resolving problems 
is vital. 
4)  NEGOTIATE:   In some cases negotiating the contract will be necessary.  Negotiation is an art and a science. 
5)  FOLLOW-UP:  Always follow-up with the inspector and let us know where you are with the deal.  Often we can interject and 
make things easier for you and the buyer.  Always keep us in the loop. 


